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Abstract— Fuel cells area unit one in every of the cleanest 

and most effective technologies for generating electricity. 

Since there's no combustion, there area unit none of the 

pollutants ordinarily made by boilers and furnaces. For 

systems designed to consume atomic number 1 directly, the 

sole merchandise area unit electricity, water and warmth. 

Fuel cells area unit a vital technology for a probably large 

choice of applications together with on-the-scene power for 

households and business buildings; supplemental or 

auxiliary power to support automotive, truck and craft 

systems; power for private, mass and business 

transportation; and also the standard addition by utilities of 

recent power generation closely tailored to fulfill growth in 

power consumption. These applications are going to be in an 

exceedingly sizable amount of industries worldwide. As a 

promising renewable energy supply, cell will play a vital 

role to fulfill the increasing power demand worldwide. an in 

depth analysis of MATLAB/SIMULINK primarily based 

cell generation has been sculpturesque during this projected 

methodology. beside this generation topology power natural 

philosophy primarily based versatile AC gear mechanism 

(FACTS), D-STATCOM, is introduced. the aim of the D-

STATCOM is to boost the transient stability of the cell 

system. completely different fault case situations area unit 

tested with the model system so as to verify the 

effectiveness of D-STATCOM. the steadiness sweetening 

exploitation this management strategy has been verified by 

the time domain simulation model developed in 

MATLAB/SIMULINK. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fuel cells area unit chemical science devices that convert 

energy in fuels into voltage directly, promising power 

generation with high potency and low environmental 

impact. as a result of the intermediate steps of 

manufacturing heat and mechanical work typical of most 

typical power generation strategies area unit avoided, fuel 

cells aren't restricted by physical science limitations of 

warmth engines like the Said Carnot potency. Additionally, 

as a result of combustion is avoided, fuel cells manufacture 

power with stripped waste product. However, in contrast to 

batteries the reducer and oxidizer in fuel cells should be 

incessantly replenished to permit continuous operation. Fuel 

cells bear important similitude to electrolyze. In fact, some 

fuel cells operate in reverse as electrolyzes, yielding a 

reversible electric cell which will be used for energy 

storage. 

 Though fuel cells might, in essence, method a good 

form of fuels and oxidants, of most interest these days area 

unit those fuel cells that use common fuels (or their 

derivatives) or element as a reducer, and close air because 

the oxidizer. Most electric cell power systems comprise 

variety of components: 

 Unit cells, within which the chemical science reactions 

happen 

 Stacks, within which individual cells area unit 

modularly combined by electrically connecting the cells 

to make units with the required output capability. 

 Balance of plant that includes parts that give feed 

stream learning (including a fuel processor if needed), 

thermal management, and electrical power learning 

among different accessory and interface functions. 

 Fuel cell systems supply clean and economical 

energy production and area unit presently beneath intensive 

development by many makers for each stationary and 

mobile applications. The viability, efficiency, and lustiness 

of this technology rely on understanding, predicting, and 

dominant the distinctive transient behavior of the electric 

cell system. During this thesis, we tend to use 

phenomenological modeling and multivariable management 

techniques to supply quick and consistent system dynamic 

behavior. Moreover, a framework for analyzing and 

evaluating totally different management architectures and 

device sets is provided. 

 Two electric cell connected management issues 

area unit investigated during this study, namely, the 

management of the cathode element provide for a aggressive 

direct element electric cell System (FCS) and management 

of the anode element provide from a gas Fuel Processor 

System (FPS). System dynamic analysis and management 

style is administered victimization model-based linear 

management approaches. A system level dynamic model 

appropriate for every management drawback is developed 

from physics-based element models. The transient behavior 

captured within the model includes flow characteristics, 

inertia dynamics, lumped volume manifold filling dynamics, 

time evolving spatially-homogeneous chemical pressure or 

mole fraction, membrane humidness, and also the chemical 

process Partial chemical reaction (CPOX) reactor 

temperature. 

 The goal of the Farm Credit System management 

drawback is to effectively regulate the chemical element 

concentration within the cathode by quickly and accurately 

replenishing chemical element depleted throughout power 

generation. The options and limitations of various 

management configurations and therefore the impact of 

varied measuring on the management performance square 

measure examined. as an example, associate degree 

observability analysis suggests exploitation the stack voltage 

measuring as feedback to the observer-based controller to 

enhance the control system performance. 
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II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A. Power system without STATCOM 

 
Fig.1. Fuel cell subsystem coupled with three phase IGBT 

based inverter MATLAB Simulink model 

B. Simulation model parameters 

Sr 

No. 
Parameter Symbol 

1 
Three phase 

source 

Phase to phase rms voltage = 11Kv; 

Phase angle of phase A = 0 Degree; 

Frequency = 50Hz; Internal 

connection = star connected with 

ground; three phase short circuit level 

at base voltage (VA)= 415 VA; Base 

voltage (phase to phase) = 230 V; 

X/R ratio = 7 

2 

Three phase 

series RLC 

load 1 

Load connection = Star connection; 

Nominal phase to phase voltage Vn 

(Vrms) =415V; Nominal frequency = 

60Hz; Active power P=100W; 

Inductive reactive power QL = 100 

Var; Capacitive reactive power Qc = 

100 Var. 

3 
Transformer 

11KV/415V 

Winding 1 connection (ABC 

terminal) = Star connected with 

ground; Winding 2 connection (abc 

terminals) = Star connected with 

ground; Nominal power = 11KVA; 

Frequency = 60 Hz; Primary winding 

voltage V1 = 11KV; Primary winding 

resistance R1=0.002 pu; Primary 

winding inductance L1 = 0.08 pu; 

Secondary winding voltage = V2= 

415V; Secondary winding resistance 

R2= 0.002; secondary winding 

inductance L2 = 0.08 pu; 

Mangetizing resistance Rm= 500pu; 

Magnetizing inductance Lm = 500pu. 

4 

Three phase 

PI section of 

line 

Frequency used for RLC specification 

= 60 Hz; Positive sequence resistance 

r1 = 0.01273 Ohm/km; Zero sequence 

resistance r2=0.3864 Ohm/km; 

Positive sequence inductance 

l1=0.9337mH/km; Zero sequence 

inductance l2 = 4.1264 mH/km; 

Positive sequence capacitance 

C1=12.74N=Nf/km; Zero sequence 

capacitance C2=7.751 Nf/Km; Line 

length = 100km. 

5 

Three phase 

series RLC 

load2 

Load connection = star with 

grounding; Nominal phase to phase 

voltage Vn = 415V; Nominal 

frequency fn = 50Hz; Active power P 

= 100W; Inducive reactive power 

QL=100 Var; Capacitive reactive 

power Qc = 100 Var 

6 

Three phase 

series RLC 

load3 

Load connection = star with 

grounding; Nominal phase to phase 

voltage Vn = 415V; Nominal 

frequency fn = 50Hz; Active power P 

= 3000W; 

When capacitive load: Inducive 

reactive power QL=100 Var; 

Capacitive reactive power Qc = 

10000 Var 
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When inductive load: Inducive 

reactive power QL=10000 Var; 

Capacitive reactive power Qc = 0 Var 

1 
Three phase 

source 

Phase to phase rms voltage = 11Kv; 

Phase angle of phase A = 0 Degree; 

Frequency = 50Hz; Internal 

connection = star connected with 

ground; three phase short circuit level 

at base voltage (VA)= 415 VA; Base 

voltage (phase to phase) = 230 V; 

X/R ratio = 7 

2 

Three phase 

series RLC 

load 1 

Load connection = Star connection; 

Nominal phase to phase voltage Vn 

(Vrms) =415V; Nominal frequency = 

60Hz; Active power P=100W; 

Inductive reactive power QL = 100 

Var; Capacitive reactive power Qc = 

100 Var. 

3 
Transformer 

11KV/415V 

Winding 1 connection (ABC 

terminal) = Star connected with 

ground; Winding 2 connection (abc 

terminals) = Star connected with 

ground; Nominal power = 11KVA; 

Frequency = 60 Hz; Primary winding 

voltage V1 = 11KV; Primary winding 

resistance R1=0.002 pu; Primary 

winding inductance L1 = 0.08 pu; 

Secondary winding voltage = V2= 

415V; Secondary winding resistance 

R2= 0.002; secondary winding 

inductance L2 = 0.08 pu; 

Mangetizing resistance Rm= 500pu; 

Magnetizing inductance Lm = 500pu. 

4 

Three phase 

PI section of 

line 

Frequency used for RLC specification 

= 60 Hz; Positive sequence resistance 

r1 = 0.01273 Ohm/km; Zero sequence 

resistance r2=0.3864 Ohm/km; 

Positive sequence inductance 

l1=0.9337mH/km; Zero sequence 

inductance l2 = 4.1264 mH/km; 

Positive sequence capacitance 

C1=12.74N=Nf/km; Zero sequence 

capacitance C2=7.751 Nf/Km; Line 

length = 100km. 

5 

Three phase 

series RLC 

load2 

Load connection = star with 

grounding; Nominal phase to phase 

voltage Vn = 415V; Nominal 

frequency fn = 50Hz; Active power P 

= 100W; Inducive reactive power 

QL=100 Var; Capacitive reactive 

power Qc = 100 Var 

6 

Three phase 

series RLC 

load3 

Load connection = star with 

grounding; Nominal phase to phase 

voltage Vn = 415V; Nominal 

frequency fn = 50Hz; Active power P 

= 3000W; 

When capacitive load: Inducive 

reactive power QL=100 Var; 

Capacitive reactive power Qc = 

10000 Var 

When inductive load: Inducive 

reactive power QL=10000 Var; 

Capacitive reactive power Qc = 0 Var 

1 
Three phase 

source 

Phase to phase rms voltage = 11Kv; 

Phase angle of phase A = 0 Degree; 

Frequency = 50Hz; Internal 

connection = star connected with 

ground; three phase short circuit level 

at base voltage (VA)= 415 VA; Base 

voltage (phase to phase) = 230 V; 

X/R ratio = 7 

2 

Three phase 

series RLC 

load 1 

Load connection = Star connection; 

Nominal phase to phase voltage Vn 

(Vrms) =415V; Nominal frequency = 

60Hz; Active power P=100W; 

Inductive reactive power QL = 100 

Var; Capacitive reactive power Qc = 

100 Var. 

3 
Transformer 

11KV/415V 

Winding 1 connection (ABC 

terminal) = Star connected with 

ground; Winding 2 connection (abc 

terminals) = Star connected with 

ground; Nominal power = 11KVA; 

Frequency = 60 Hz; Primary winding 

voltage V1 = 11KV; Primary winding 

resistance R1=0.002 pu; Primary 

winding inductance L1 = 0.08 pu; 

Secondary winding voltage = V2= 

415V; Secondary winding resistance 

R2= 0.002; secondary winding 

inductance L2 = 0.08 pu; 

Mangetizing resistance Rm= 500pu; 

Magnetizing inductance Lm = 500pu. 

Table 1: Parameters Used For Simulation 

 
Fig. 2: Fuel cell subsystem MATLAB Simulink model 
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C. Power system with STATCOM 

 
Fig. 3: Main fuel cell based power system model with D-

STATCOM using MATLAB Simulink 

III. MATLAB SIMULATION RESULTS 

A. Results from fuel cell based power system without 

STATCOM 

 
Fig. 4: Fuel cell based power system transmission line three 

phase voltages and current during voltage swell without D-

STATCOM 

Figure 4 shows the 3 part voltage and current undulation for 

cell coupled grid throughout voltage swell or leading load 

on grid behave as non-uniform load on grid throughout grid 

operation. throughout this operation D-STATCOM not 

connected with grid, we tend to observe that when leading 

load connected with grid then voltage of grid will increase 

referred to as voltage swell and this voltage swell continue 

through the system and attributable to this voltage and 

current of main grid unsteady nature. 

 
Fig. 5: Fuel cell based power system three phase generator 

end three phase voltage and current waveform during 

voltage swell without D-STATCOM 

         Figure 6 show that, three phase AC voltage and current 

of connected loads on power system. In this we observed 

that, when leading load connected to power system at 0.5 

second then this load causes voltage swell in power system 

upto 0.9 second when leading load disconnected from power 

system. 
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Fig.6. Fuel cell system generated DC current before inverter 

circuit during voltage swell in power system without D-

STATCOM in power system 

 Figure 6 show that, fuel cell generated DC current 

without any fluctuation when D-STATCOM not connected 

to power system where this DC power fed by fuel cell. Fuel 

cell generates constant dc current of 320Amp constant 

throughout operation without any fluctuations. 

B. Result from fuel cell based power system with 

STATCOM 

 
Fig. 7: Fuel cell based power system transmission line three 

phase voltages and current during voltage swell with D-

STATCOM 

 
Fig. 8: Fuel cell based power system three phase generator 

end three phase voltage and current waveform during 

voltage swell with D-STATCOM 

 Figure 7 shows that, when D-STATCOM 

connected with fuel cell based power system then D-

STATCOM removes the fluctuations occurs in three phase 

power system voltage and current during synchronization of 

coupling of fuel cell stack with main power system removes 

by controlling the reactive power of the system. In leading 

load or voltage swell condition voltage of power system 

absorb the reactive power from main power system by 

controlling the firing angle of thyristor based D-STATCOM 

controller using controller circuit. 

 
Fig. 9: Generated AC Three phase voltage and current from 

Fuel cell system using inverter without AC filter for voltage 

swell with D-STATCOM 

 
Fig. 10: three phase voltage and current waveform generated 

by inverter circuit after filtration. 

 Figure 9 show, generated three phase voltage and 

current waveform from fuel cell stack subsystem using 

IGBT based six pulse inverter circuits. In this figure voltage 

and current waveform consists of pulses form and ripple due 

IGBT switching action and self-resistance of switching 

devices. After inverter then filter L-C circuit connected to 

output of inverter for removing ripples from voltage and 

current before coupled with power system or before 

synchronization with main power system grid. Figure 10 

show, the three phase voltage and current waveform 

generated by inverter circuit after filtration. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The stability of cell system will make sure the continuous 

power offer aboard the traditional energy sources. Fuel cells 

have a promising demand within the field of renewable 

energy. But the steadiness sweetening has been the main 

concern. This stability are often achieved by exploitation 

totally different FACTs devices that area unit pricey 

stabilization schemes. This treatise shows however the 

stabilization of the cell system is often ensured exploitation 

price effective stabilization theme DSTATCOM. 

 Use of D-STATCOM in cell coupled installation 

removes the fluctuations from installation voltage and 

current throughout synchronization of installation with main 

installation. Conjointly D-STATCOM take away the 

fluctuation or variations throughout abnormal loading 
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conditions (voltage sag or swell) by dominant the reactive 

power of installation exploitation charging electrical 

condenser or DC supply of D-STATCOM.   

 The modeling and simulation of the cell system as 

well as the fault analysis have conjointly been targeted 

among the limit of this paper. The longer term works are 

targeted on the comparison of various stabilization schemes 

and also the practicability. 

 A satisfactory transient behavior is one amongst the 

vital necessities of the cell system for each automotive and 

residential application. A well-designed system is required 

so as to supply quick and consistent transient behavior of the 

cell system. The system consists of 4 main subsystems, 

namely, chemical offer, heat and temperature, water 

management, and power management subsystems. Further 

complexities arise for the system with a chemical element 

fuel processor that converts carbon-based fuel into chemical 

element. Interactions among the subsystems cause a posh 

management drawback. 
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